We propose a method for discriminating between a speech shot and a narrated shot to extract genuine speech shots from a broadcast news video. Speech shots in news videos contain a wealth of multimedia information of the speaker, and could thus be considered valuable as archived material. In order to extract speech shots from news videos, there is an approach that uses the position and size of a face region. However, it is di±cult to extract them with only such an approach, since news videos contain non-speech shots where the speaker is not the subject that appears in the screen, namely, narrated shots. To solve this problem, we propose a method to discriminate between a speech shot and a narrated shot in two stages. The¯rst stage of the proposed method directly evaluates the inconsistency between a subject and a speaker based on the co-occurrence between lip motion and voice. The second stage of the proposed method evaluates based on the intra-and inter-shot features that focus on the tendency of speech shots. With the combination of both stages, the proposed method accurately discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot. In the experiments, the overall accuracy of speech shots extraction by the proposed method was 0.871. Therefore, we con¯rmed the e®ectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Our task, speech shot extraction, is similar in some aspects to the following tasks that are di®erent from each other.
(a) Speaker recognition: Discriminating the speaker among several subjects (active speaker detection) [5] (b) Speaker diarization: Segment an audio stream into speaker homogeneous segments [6] (c) Speech recognition: Recognizing what the speaker says from the voice [7] (d) Lip reading: Recognizing what the speaker says from the lip motion [8] (e) Lip synchronization: Synchronizing the speaker's lip motion with the voice [9] .
Although our task is especially similar to task (a), it is di®erent from discriminating the subject and an anchor person not present in the scene. That is, in task (a), it is assumed that the voice is produced by (at least) one of the subjects. On the other hand, in our task, it is assumed that the voice is produced by either the subject or the anchor person. As a matter of fact, a method for task (a) could be applied for our task by means of rejecting recognition results with low con¯dence. However, since it requires a reference dictionary for each subject, we consider that it is not appropriate to apply it to our task.
The basic approach for our task is, as proposed in [10, 11] , to evaluate the inconsistency between the subject's lip motion and the speaker's voice. One method [10] has been proposed by Rúa et al. mainly for biometric identi¯cation. On the other hand, we have proposed a method in [11] for speech shot extraction in the previous work. The main applications of both methods [10, 11] are di®erent, but their strategies are basically the same. First, several kinds of audio-visual features from the subject's lip motion and the speaker's voice are extracted. Then, the correlations between these features are evaluated. This approach can be useful in case of low level audio noise (e.g. outdoor ambient noise) and/or visual noise (e.g. face rotation, occlusion of the lip region, and various changes of lighting). However, for example, in an outdoor interview scene, the subject's face may be captured from a side view, and the voice may be recorded with high-level ambient audio noise. In such case, the methods in [10, 11] may not work well, since it is di±cult to extract the audio-visual features accurately.
Another approach is to use the tendency of speech shots unique to news videos. News videos are intended to broadcast information to the viewers clearly. Especially, speech shots in broadcast news videos are captured and edited in order to lead the viewers' focus on the subject's behavior in the shot. In contrast, that is not necessarily the case in a narrated shot, since the audio in a narrated shot is replaced by an anchor person's voice. In addition, speech shots may often contain some level of audio noise such as outdoor ambient audio noise, whereas narrated shots may often contain less audio noise, because of the di®erence of the environment where the voices were recorded. Therefore, there is a tendency of speech shots which can be used to probabilistically (but not necessarily absolutely) discriminate between speech shots and narrated shots. Note that the tendency is not considered in previous works [10, 11] .
The tendency-based approach and the inconsistency-based approach are complementary. Accordingly, we can expect to improve the accuracy of speech shot extraction with a combination of these two approaches. Focusing on this point, in this paper, we propose a two-stage framework for extracting genuine speech shots from broadcast news videos. The¯rst stage directly evaluates the inconsistency between a subject and a speaker based on the co-occurrence between the subject's lip motion and the speaker's voice. The second stage discriminates based on the intraand inter-shot features focusing on the tendency of speech shots. The contribution of this paper is the improvement of the accuracy of speech shot extraction by the two-stage framework.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method to discriminate between a speech shot and a narrated shot. Section 3 reports and discusses the results of experiments to evaluate the e®ectiveness of the proposed method. Section 4 concludes the paper with our future work.
Discrimination Between a Speech Shot and a Narrated Shot
The framework of the proposed method is a two-stage cascade structure as shown in Fig. 2 . The input of the proposed method is a face shot. The¯rst stage discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot based on the co-occurrence between a subject's lip motion and a speaker's voice. Here, it is highly unlikely that the cooccurrence is detected by chance, even if the input shot contains su±cient audio or visual noise. Therefore, if the co-occurrence is detected, the discrimination result of the¯rst stage would be reliable. If not, however, it requires further inspection since the co-occurrence may simply be hidden within audio or visual noise. Focusing on this point, the proposed method adds the second stage based on the tendency of speech shots. The second stage rather takes advantage of audio and visual noise, and re-evaluates the shot judged as a narrated shot by the¯rst stage. The proposed method¯nally judges an input shot as a speech shot if the input shot is judged as a speech shot in either stage. Otherwise, the proposed method judges the input shot as a narrated shot. By applying the proposed method to each face shot in a broadcast news video, we expect the proposed method to accurately extract genuine speech shots. Note that the proposed method assumes that face shots can be accurately obtained by existing detection and tracking techniques [12À19] . Incidentally, thē rst stage may not work well for face shots due to rotation or occlusion of the faces, since it may be di±cult to accurately extract the lip region in such face shots. However, it is not fatal, since the second stage will try to discriminate these shots in a di®erent approach. The details of the¯rst stage and the second stage are described in the following sections.
2.1. The first stage: Discrimination based on the co-occurrence between lip motion and voice
The process°ow of the¯rst stage of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3 . First, several kinds of audio-visual features are extracted from an input shot. Next, NCCs (Normalized Correlation Coe±cients) for each combination of a visual feature and an audio feature are calculated, as a representation of the co-occurrence of a subject's lip motion and a speaker's voice. Finally, based on the NCCs, a classi¯er constructed in advance discriminates the input shot. The details of the extraction of the audiovisual features, the calculation of NCCs, and the discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot are described below.
Extraction of audio-visual features
The process°ow of the extraction of audio-visual features is shown in Fig. 4 . First, a face shot is separated into the video stream and the audio stream. And then, visual features and audio features are extracted from each stream. The visual features represent the lip motion of a subject, whereas the audio features represent the voice of a speaker. In this paper, for each n-th input frame, visual features are denoted as
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Discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot Visual features v i (n) (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4): A lip shape and the degree of a lip opening will di®er according to the phoneme type. For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , the lip shape for /a/ extends longitudinally, whereas the lip shape for /i/ extends transversally. Although it may be not necessarily so depending on language, a lip motion of a subject highly relates to his/her utterance. Focusing on this point, we extract visual features based on lip motions. Concretely, for each input frame, we extract visual features v i ðnÞ (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4) de¯ned as follows. We expect that these visual features are useful for representing the lip motion of a subject, since they are used for works on lip reading and speech recognition [20, 21] . After extracting these features for all input frames, we compose visual feature vectors
where N is the number of frames in an input shot.
As for the extraction of a lip region, many methods have already been proposed. For example, there are methods which use ASM (Active Shape Model) and Snakes proposed by Jang [18] , which use AAM (Active Appearance Model) proposed by Matthews et al. [15] , and so on [16, 19] . These methods may also be applied to the extraction of lip regions from face shots in news videos. Here, as shown in Fig. 6 , we use the range of the audio observed from time t n to time t nþ1 to extract the n-th audio features. The voice volume represents the voice activity, whereas the MFCCs represent the spectrum envelope of an audio wave corresponding to the produced phoneme. We expect that these audio features are useful for representing the voice of a speaker, since they are used for speech processing works such as voice activity detection [22] and speech recognition [23] .
Audio features
In a similar manner with the visual features, we compose audio feature vectors 
where
Then, using all of the NCCs c i;j , we compose a 104-dimensional vector c de¯ned as 
The NCC vector c is a feature vector calculated by integrating the visual and audio features for each input shot, and represents the co-occurrence of the lip motion and the voice.
Discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot
The¯rst stage discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot based on the NCC vector c. Here, a classi¯er based on a SVM (Support Vector Machine) introduced by Vapnik [24] is used to discriminate an input shot. The SVM is applied in many pattern recognition applications. In SVM, a separating hyperplane is determined based on the margin maximization strategy, which enhances the generalization capability of the classi¯cation function. In addition, with the Kernel trick [25] , SVM realizes a nonlinear classi¯cation with low computational cost.
In the proposed method, the classi¯cation function to discriminate an input NCC vector c is de¯ned as A NCC vector c is evaluated by the trained SVM-based classi¯er, and discriminated by the following discrimination rule
where, f ðcÞ 2 fÀ1; þ1g. If f ðcÞ ¼ þ1, then the classi¯cation result is a speech shot, otherwise a narrated shot.
The second stage: Discrimination based on the tendency of speech shots
The process°ow of the second stage of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 7 . The second stage evaluates the intra-and inter-shot features based on the tendency of speech shots. First, the following feature vector f is extracted from an input shot and its neighbors.
where f w 1 and f w 2 are intra-shot features, and f b i (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 6) are inter-shot features. Then, based on f , the second stage discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot with a classi¯er. The details of the extraction of intra-and inter-shot features, and the discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot are described below.
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Extraction of intra-and inter-shot features
The de¯nitions of the intra-shot features and the inter-shot features are as follows.
Intra-shot features f w 1 , f w 2 : Generally, at an interview or a news conference, a subject speaks with small movement. Moreover, a speech shot is often taken with small camera motion in order to capture the behavior of the subject. Therefore, it is highly possible that the visual change in a speech shot is small. Focusing on this point, the second stage uses f w 1 that is the visual change between the initial frame and the last frame in an input shot. Concretely, f w 1 is calculated by
where H ðI Þ is the normalized RGB color histogram at the initial frame, and H ðLÞ is that at the last frame of an input shot. D is the function that returns the Bhattacharyya distance between two input histograms.
Also, a speech shot is not always captured in a quiet environment. Therefore, a speech shot often contains some audio noise such as ambient noise and voices of people around. On the other hand, there are less audio noise in a narrated shot, since the voice for a narrated shot is usually recorded at a quiet environment in a broadcast station. Focusing on this point, the second stage uses f w 2 that is the level of audio noise in an input shot. Concretely,¯rst, an input shot is divided into N sections. Next, the audio energy PðnÞ (n ¼ 1; . . . ; N ) is calculated by
where xðtÞ is the sampled audio value at time t. T n is the number of audio samples in the n-th section which is from time t n to time t nþ1 . Then, f w 2 is calculated by
where P low ðmÞ (m ¼ 1; . . . ; dN =10e) are ln PðnÞ with values within the lowest ten percent of all the data in the shot, as shown in Fig. 8 .
. . . ; 6): In a broadcast news video, a scene where a person addresses a speech is often composed of a combination of more than one speech shot. This is a result of a concatenation of multiple speeches or excerpts from a long speech. Therefore, there is often a series of visually-similar speech shots. Focusing on this point, the second stage uses f b 1 and f b 2 that are the visual changes between a shot and its neighbor. For more details, f b 1 is calculated by
where H ðLÞ p is the normalized RGB color histogram at the last frame of the previous shot of an input shot. Also, f b 2 is calculated by
where H ðI Þ n is the normalized RGB color histogram at the initial frame of the next shot of an input shot.
In a speech shot, the audio is often muted at the initial frame and the last frame. This is an editorial technique so that sudden interruption of the voice when several speech shots are concatenated should not sound abrupt. In contrast, in a narrated shot, the volume at the shot change is not controlled, since an anchor person narrates continuously regardless of the shot change. Focusing on these points, the second stage uses f b 3 and f b 4 that are the volumes at the shot change. Concretely, f b 3 is calculated by
where t ðLÞ p and t ðI Þ are 1/30 second before and after the shot change to an input shot from the preceding shot, respectively. T p is the number of audio samples from time t ðLÞ p to time t ðI Þ . Also, f b 4 is calculated by
where t ðLÞ n and t ðI Þ are 1/30 second before and after the shot change from an input shot to the succeeding shot, respectively. T n is the number of audio samples from time t ðLÞ to time t ðI Þ n . As described above, a speech shot may be noisier than a narrated shot because of the di®erence of the captured conditions. Therefore, if the level of audio noise in an input shot is much higher than that in its neighbor, it is highly possible that the input shot is a speech shot. Focusing on this point, the second stage uses f b 5 and f b 6 that are the di®erences of the level of audio noise between an input shot and its neighbors. Concretely, f b 5 and f b 6 are calculated by
where f ðpÞ w 2 and f ðnÞ w 2 are the levels of audio noise (Eq. (13)) in the preceding shot and the succeeding shot, respectively.
Discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot
The second stage discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot based on f . Here, a SVM-based classi¯er is used to discriminate an input shot in a similar way to the¯rst stage. Concretely, the SVM-based classi¯er is constructed with a training dataset in advance. The training dataset should contain speech shots and their neighbors, and narrated shots and their neighbors. Then, using the constructed SVM-based classi¯er, the second stage discriminates an input shot with f extracted from the input shot and its neighbors.
Experiments
We conducted mainly three experiments to evaluate the e®ectiveness of the proposed method. The¯rst one was to investigate the discrimination accuracy of the¯rst stage alone, and is described in Sec. 3.1. The second one was to investigate the discrimination accuracy of the second stage alone, and is described in Sec. 3.2. The last one was to investigate the overall accuracy of speech shot extraction by the proposed method, and is described in Sec. 3.3.
Evaluation for the first stage
As described in the previous section, we expect the¯rst stage of the proposed method to accurately discriminate an input shot in case that an input shot contains a small amount of audio and visual noise. Therefore, we investigated the discrimination accuracy of the¯rst stage with videos captured under a laboratory condition.
Method
We captured face shots (a total of 3,481 seconds) of ten males in their twenties under a laboratory condition with very low audio or visual noise. Here, each person read aloud di®erent news articles. The speci¯cations of the video and audio streams are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . With these face shots, as shown in Fig. 9 , subsequences in the shots were extracted, and then the¯rst stage of the proposed method was applied to each subsequence. The length of each subsequence was set to N ¼ 150 frames (5 seconds) considering the length of face shots in actual broadcast news videos. We extracted a lip region in each frame of the face shots manually to avoid the in°uence of the extraction error.
For evaluation,¯ve datasets were created from the face shots as shown in Table 3 . We investigated the discrimination accuracy with¯ve-fold cross validation on these datasets. That is, one dataset was used for validation while the remaining four datasets were used for training, and a total of¯ve results for all datasets were averaged. As the evaluation criterion for each dataset, we used the discrimination accuracy de¯ned by
Discrimination accuracy

¼
Number of correctly-discriminated subsequences Total number of subsequences :
For comparison, we also investigated the performances of a comparative method which did not use NCCs. That is, the comparative method used the following feature vector c 0 . The di®erence between the proposed method and the comparative method was in only the used features. By comparing these two methods, we evaluated the performance of the¯rst stage of the proposed method.
Results
The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . The discrimination accuracy by the comparative method was 0.543, whereas that by the proposed method was 0:967. A higher accuracy was obtained by the proposed method. Therefore, we con¯rmed that the proposed method is e®ective for the discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot.
Discussions
We discuss (1) the e®ectiveness of using correlations between visual features and audio features, (2) the relation between the length of subsequences and the discrimination accuracy, (3) the e®ectiveness of integrating visual features and audio features, (4) the e®ectiveness of using time-derivative features, and (5) the robustness to audio noise.
The e®ectiveness of using correlations between visual features and audio features: The di®erence between the proposed method (only the¯rst stage) and the comparative method was only whether NCCs between visual features and audio features were used or not. The comparative method discriminated in a space represented by the original audio-visual features. By this way, the correlations between visual features and audio features were expected to be implicitly evaluated by the SVM-based classi¯er. In contrast, the proposed method discriminated in a space represented by NCCs between visual features and audio features. By this way, the Table 3 . The datasets used for the¯ve-fold cross validation (subject/speaker). correlations between visual features and audio features were explicitly evaluated by the SVM-based classi¯er. That is, in the proposed method, the co-occurrence of a subject's lip motion and a speaker's voice was evaluated directly. As a result, the SVM-based classi¯er could discriminate between speech shots and narrated shots. We consider that this lead to the higher discrimination accuracy by the proposed method.
The relation between the length of subsequences and discrimination accuracy: As for the value of N ; the number of frames used for calculating NCCs in the proposed method, we investigated the discrimination accuracy while changing N from 15 to 300. The result is shown in Fig. 10 . As we can see in Fig. 10 , the discrimination accuracy by the proposed method was higher than that by the comparative method for each N . Moreover, a larger N leads to a higher discrimination accuracy. These results make intuitive sense in view of the di®erence of the amount of information for discriminating between a speech shot and a narrated shot. Also, in general, the length of a speech shot in a broadcast news video is a few seconds. In this regard, since the discrimination accuracy with N ¼ 60 (2 seconds) was about 0.90, and that with N ! 120 (4 seconds) was over 0.95, we consider that the proposed method was very accurate. Therefore, for the application to broadcast news videos, we can set N to the length of an input face shot.
The e®ectiveness of integrating visual features and audio features: We compared discrimination accuracies by the proposed method and eight comparative Table 5 . Here, N (the number of input frames) was¯xed to 150 frames (5 seconds). The discrimination accuracy by the proposed method was the highest of all the other methods. Also, adding any feature improved the discrimination accuracy. This indicates that the audio-visual features used in the proposed method are e®ective for measuring the co-occurrence between a lip motion and a voice. Especially, the improvement by adding MFCCs and their time-derivatives was relatively-large. For example, only with audio energy, it would have been di±cult to discriminate between an utterance of /a/ and an utterance of /i/ in case where the voice volumes were equal. In fact, there were many shots where the voice volumes were equal although the actual phonemes were di®erent in the experimental datasets. MFCCs can discriminate the di®erence of utterances even if voice volumes are equal. Thus, by using MFCCs and their derivatives as well as the audio energy, the speaker's voice was expressed more accurately.
Similarly, there were many shots where the aspect ratios or the areas of a subject's lip region were equal in the experimental datasets. It is di±cult to discriminate between the subject's lip shapes shown in Fig. 11 without using the area of the lip region, because di®erent utterances may yield a similar aspect ratio. Thus, by using not only the aspect ratio of a lip region but also the area of the region, the subject's lip shape was expressed more accurately.
The e®ectiveness of using time-derivative features: We compared the performance of three methods: (1) the proposed method, (2) comparative method 1I without time-derivative features, and (3) comparative method 1J only with timederivative features. The results are shown in Table 6 . Here, N (the number of input frames) was¯xed to 150 frames (5 seconds). The proposed method outperformed both comparative methods. In comparative method 1I, NCCs between absolute states of a lip region and the voice were evaluated. In comparative method 1J, NCCs between their relative states were evaluated. Compared to these comparative methods, in the proposed method, both absolute and relative states were integrated and evaluated to discriminate a speech shot and a narrated shot. Thus, it is considered that this feature integration enabled the proposed method to achieve the higher performance.
The robustness to audio noise: The discrimination accuracy was 0.967 under a laboratory condition without any audio-visual noise. Thus, as expected, the¯rst stage of the proposed method could accurately discriminate between a speech shot and a narrated shot in case that an input shot contains a small amount of audio and visual noise.
On the other hand, we also evaluated the discrimination accuracy of the¯rst stage with 20 speech shots extracted from actual broadcast news videos (NHK News7). These speech shots were composed of 10 indoor shots and 10 outdoor shots, and varied from 8 to 12 seconds in length. The variation of age groups and genders in these shots is shown in Table 7 . Note that the speci¯cations of the video and audio streams were the same as those shown in Tables 1 and 2. The experimental  results are shown in Table 8 . Here, we manually extracted a lip region in each frame of the face shots to avoid the in°uence of the extraction error, and an SVM-based classi¯er was constructed with all datasets shown in Table 3 . The number of correctly-discriminated shots was 9 out of 10 for indoor shots and 5 out of 10 for /a/ / / m Fig. 11 . Lip shapes with di®erent utterances (Japanese vowels represented in English phonetic symbols). outdoor shots. We consider that this can be explained mainly by the di®erence in the level of audio noise. Examples of a correctly-discriminated shot and a misdiscriminated shot are shown in Fig. 12 . We can see that there is a small amount of audio noise in the correctly-discriminated shot. In contrast, most of the misdiscriminated shots were outdoor shots with a huge amount of audio noise. It is di±cult to extract audio features only from a speaker's voice in such noisy shots. Accordingly, it should also be di±cult to exactly measure the co-occurrence between a subject's lip motion and a speaker's voice. From the above results, we con¯rmed that the¯rst stage of the proposed method may not correctly discriminate shots with Table 8 . Discrimination accuracy for actually-broadcast speech shots.
Location Discrimination accuracy a huge amount of audio noise, but can do so for shots with a small amount of noise accurately. Incidentally, although the¯rst stage used the SVM-based classi¯er constructed with the face shots of ten persons only in their twenties, the¯rst stage could correctly discriminate shots with a wide range of age groups in the indoor shots. Therefore, we expect the¯rst stage to be able to deal with various age groups. However, we need a more in-depth investigation about the in°uence of the variation of genders, since the shots used in the experiment were almost of males (only two females).
Evaluation for the second stage
We investigated the discrimination accuracy of the second stage of the proposed method with actual broadcast news videos.
Method
We extracted 459 face shots from seven day's actual broadcast news videos (NHK News7) manually. We used these face shots as the experimental datasets as shown in Table 9 . Here, each dataset was composed of one day's news video. We investigated the discrimination accuracy with seven-fold cross validation on these datasets. That is, one dataset was used for validation while the remaining six datasets were used for training, and a total of seven results for all datasets were averaged.
For comparison, we investigated the following¯ve comparative methods in addition to the proposed method.
. Comparative method 2A:
Without the intra-shot feature f w 1 (visual change in a shot) . Comparative method 2B:
Without the intra-shot feature f w 2 (audio noise in a shot) . Comparative method 2C:
Without the inter-shot feature f b 1 and f b 2 (visual change at a shot change) . Comparative method 2D:
Without the inter-shot feature f b 3 and f b 4 (volume at a shot change) With all the intra-and inter-shot features f w 1 , f w 2 , and f b i (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 6).
The di®erences between all methods were only in the used features. By comparing these six methods, we evaluated the performance of the second stage of the proposed method.
Results
The experimental results are shown in Table 10 . The proposed method outperformed each comparative method. Also, adding any feature improved the discrimination accuracy. Therefore, this indicates that the intra-and inter-shot features used in the second stage of the proposed method are e®ective for discriminating a speech shot and a narrated shot.
Discussion
We discuss (1) the e®ectiveness of each feature used in the second stage of the proposed method, and (2) a room for improvement of discrimination accuracy.
The e®ectiveness of using features based on the tendency of speech shots:
The discrimination accuracy was improved by adding any feature. Therefore, we con¯rmed that each feature was somewhat e®ective for the discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot. Especially, the inter-shot features f b 3 and f b 4 (volume at a shot change) gave the largest impact to the improvement. An example correctly-discriminated by using these features is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. We can see that there is no sound around (b) and (d) in Fig. 14 . Also, such tendency was observed in many other speech shots used in the experiments, but not in most narrated shots used in the experiments. Thus, this would be one of the reasons why higher discrimination accuracy was obtained by the second stage of the proposed method.
A room for improvement of discrimination accuracy: The discrimination accuracy by the proposed method was 0.808, whereas that by the comparative method 2B was 0.797. Note that the di®erence between these methods was only 0.011. We consider that there is a better way to extract features based on the tendency of speech shots. For example, the proposed method in this paper calculates the level of audio noise (f w 2 ) from audio samples when a speaker seems not to be speaking. Here, we assumed that there are pauses while a person is speaking. Therefore, if there was no pause, the proposed method would not be able to calculate the level of audio noise. Thus, we need to study a better way to precisely capture the features (including f w 2 ) that we focus on. Also, to improve the discrimination accuracy, we need to use the actual speech content in an input shot and its neighbor, and also whether a subject and a speaker are the same or not between neighbor shots.
Overall system evaluation of the proposed method
The experiments described in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 were to investigate the discrimination accuracy of each stage of the proposed method. In this section, we present an experiment that aims to investigate the overall accuracy of speech shot extraction by the proposed method. We applied both of the two stages to the datasets (459 face shots extracted from seven day's broadcast news videos) shown in Table 9 . The details are as follows. First, we applied the¯rst stage of the proposed method to these face shots. Here, we judged an input shot as a speech shot if more than one third of subsequences were judged as a speech shot. The length of each subsequence was N ¼ 150 frames (5 seconds), and the lip region in each frame of the face shots was automatically extracted by simply thresholding based on intensity and color. Next, we applied the second stage of the proposed method to the shots judged as narrated shots by thē rst stage. Finally, we extracted only the shots judged as speech shots in either stage. As for the¯rst stage, we trained the SVM-based classi¯er with the datasets in Table 3 . As for the second stage, we trained the SVM-based classi¯er with the datasets in Table 9 except for those judged as speech shots in the¯rst stage. Here, we evaluated the discrimination accuracy of the second stage with seven-fold cross validation on the datasets. That is, one dataset was used for validation while the remaining six datasets were used for training, and a total of seven results for all datasets were averaged. Note that training datasets and test datasets were completely separated in the evaluation for each stage.
As for the evaluation criteria, we used precision, recall, and F-measure which are commonly used for the evaluation in detection task. Each criterion is calculated by Precision ¼ Number of correctly-extracted shots Number of extracted shots ;
Recall ¼ Number of correctly-extracted shots Number of to-be-extracted shots ; ð23Þ
respectively.
Results
The experimental results are shown in Table 11 . F-measure for the¯rst stage alone was 0.294, that for the second stage alone was 0.860, and that for both stages was 0.871. The highest F-measure was obtained by applying both stages; the proposed method. Therefore, we con¯rmed the e®ectiveness of the proposed method.
Discussion
We discuss (1) the e®ectiveness of the two-stage discrimination, and (2) a room for improvement of the extraction accuracy.
The e®ectiveness of two-stage discrimination: The highest F-measure was obtained by the combination of the¯rst stage and the second stage. We consider that this owes to the fact that di®erent types of features were used in the two stages. Thē rst stage discriminates by directly-focusing on the co-occurrence between a lip motion and a voice. Therefore, as described in Sec. 3.1, the¯rst stage can accurately discriminate in the case of a small amount of audio and visual noise but not in the case of a huge amount of audio and visual noise. In contrast, the second stage rather takes advantage of such noise which reduced the discrimination accuracy in the¯rst stage. However, the second stage cannot extract shots which do not follow the assumed tendency of speech shots. That is, the discrimination of the second stage is probabilistic (not absolute). In this regard, the proposed method combines both stages with such strong points and shortcomings, and covers the shortcomings of each stage. We consider that this is the reason the proposed two-stage discrimination method improved the extraction accuracy.
A room for improvement of extraction accuracy: Although the F-measure by the proposed method was 0.871 and high, there were some errors. One way to improve the extraction accuracy is to improve the discrimination accuracy of the classi¯er in each stage. By the¯rst stage, the precision was 0.949, whereas the recall was 0.174. That is, the¯rst stage could not extract many speech shots. This was mainly because of the error of extracting a lip region from a face shot. In this experiment, a lip region was extracted automatically by a simple and fast method; thresholding of intensity and color. It is di±cult to accurately extract a lip region with a precision of few pixels, since the luminance in a lip region may drastically change by a°ash of a camera or a shadow. The error of extracting a lip region a®ects the co-occurrence measuring between a lip motion and a voice, which leads to the error of speech shot extraction. To extract a lip region accurately, there are methods which use ASM (Active Shape Model) and Snakes proposed by Jang [18] , which use AAM (Active Appearance Model) proposed by Matthews et al. [15] , and so on [16, 19] . By applying these methods, we expect to improve the accuracy of the lip region extraction, and subsequently, the discrimination accuracy of the¯rst stage. In addition, we can improve the extraction accuracy of the second stage by the way discussed in 3.2.3. By these improvements, we expect to improve the overall extraction accuracy by the proposed method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for discriminating between a speech shot and a narrated shot to extract genuine speech shots from a broadcast news video. The proposed method is composed of two stages. The¯rst stage directly evaluates the inconsistency between a subject and a speaker based on the co-occurrence between lip motion and voice. The second stage evaluates based on the intra-and inter-shot features focusing on the tendency of speech shots. By combining the two stages, the proposed method accurately discriminates between a speech shot and a narrated shot. In the experiments, the overall accuracy of speech shot extraction by the proposed method was 0.871. Therefore, we con¯rmed that the proposed method is e®ective for the discrimination between a speech shot and a narrated shot.
In the future, for the¯rst stage, we will study the improvement of the accuracy of lip region extraction. In addition, for in-depth investigation, we will evaluate the discrimination performance by comparing state-of-the-art methods (e.g. [10] ), and analyze the in°uence of individual di®erences (e.g. age groups and genders of subjects in face shots). For the second stage, we will study on a better way to extract features based on the tendency of speech shots, and the use of the speech content in an input shot and its neighbor.
